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Answer any twenty (20) questions. All questions are multiple choice type and carry equal marks.
Answers have to be written in answers-script only. All calculations and derivations have to be shown

l. The eigen function of a state of Hydrogen atom is given by ljJ= re-r/zao siniie'", The value of

the angular part of the Schrodinger equation ~e aae(Sine al/J) + ~ a2~ is given by
r sm ae r sm e acp

(a)( -sine) z~; (b)( +cose) z~; (c) - z~; (d) 0
r r r

2. The degenerate wave functions corresponding to n=2 state of Hydrogen atom are given by

The average probability density function for the states is given by

3. Calculate the expectation value of the potential energy of an electron in a state n=2, 1=1, m.=O of
a -3/2 r / [ co e4 ]the Hydrogen atom ifljJZ10= 0 M=: =e:: zaocose. Given f.o x3e-xdx = 6 andEz = - e )2 h24y Zrr ao 4rrEo 8

(a)Ez; (b)2Ez; (c)6Ez; Cd) 12Ez

4. The x-component of angular momentum operator is given by Ix = ih (sin¢ :e + cotiicosd: aacp).
-5/2

If ljJZ1-l = ao r= re-r/zaosinee-iCP, then IxljJzl-l is given by
8yrr

5. The Hamiltonian representing spin-orbit interaction for a bound electron in an atom is given by

( ) 1 1aVer) lA '. (b) Z 1aver) lA , . ( ) 1 1aVer) lA , . (d) 1 1aVer) lA ,a ---- s ---- s c ---- s ---- Sm~r ar ., m~r ar ., zm~ r ar ., 4m~ r ar .

Which of the following set of operators have common sets of eigen vectors for hydrogen atom?

6. The field of an electromagnet is given by B = 0.1 + 0.005z2
, with B in tesla and z is the distance in

em from the north pole of the magnet. A magnetic dipole whose moment has magnitude I x 10 -23

amp-rrr' is located 10.0 em from the north pole, the dipole moment vector at 60° to the local magnetic
field direction. The force on the dipole is given by

(a) I x IO -23N; (b) 2 x IO -23N; Cc) 1 x IO -24N; (d) 2 x IO -24N



7. Which of the following set of operators have common sets of eigen vectors for hydrogen atom?

(a) [H, Lz], (b) [H, L2], (c) [H, Lx], (d) [H, Ly]

8. Choose the correct operator identity where p, PT' land lz are total linear momentum, radial
component of linear momentum, angular momentum and z-component of angular momentum
operator respectively.

9. Calculate the angle between the largest possible total angular momentum J and its z-component for
1

the states I = 3 and s = 2'

(a) 28°; (b) 34°; (c) 44°; (d) 54°

10. The parity of eigen function of a particle moving under a potential is determined by (-1)£, where
I is the orbital angular momentum quantum number.

Which of the following statements are true?

(a) True for bound and unbound states of spherically symmetric potential.
(b) True only for un-bound states of spherically symmetric potential
(c) True for bound states of spherically asymmetric potential
(d) True for un-bound states of spherically asymmetric potential

II. The number of terms in the linear combination for an asymmetric total eigenfunction describing a
system of 4 independent electron in the outer shell is

22-

(a)4; (b)12; (c)16; (d)24

12. According to the approximate description of the results of Hartree
method, Z, is the effective value of Z experienced by the electron in nth shell.
Use the one-electron atom energy formula to calculate the energy of an
electron in 2nd shell of Argon atom. A graph for the total radial probability
density and Z(r) for Argon atom is given in the side.

us 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.3

(a)-120eY; (b)-220eY; (c)-320eY; (d)-420eY

13. The simplest, but least accurate, treatment of the helium atom involves ignoringthe Coulomb
interaction between its two electrons, and taking the total energy of theatom to be the sum of the one-
electron atom energies of each electron moving about the Z = 2nucleus. Use this treatment to predict
the energy of the photon that can be generated due to transition from first excited state to the ground
state of the atom.

(a) 2.1eY; (b) 4.1 eY; (c) 21 eY; (d) 41 eY

14. The correct ground state electronic configurations of23y and 24Cr are



IS. Use selection rules LiZ = ± I and Aj= 0, ± I, to estimate the number of possible lines of transition in
92Ubetween n=2 to n=3 are

(a)3; (b)S; (c)7; (d) 9

16. The energies of the 2p and 2s. level of 3Li are -3.S eV and -S.3S eV respectively. Find the
wavelength difference of the two components into which the line is split by 0.42xI0·4 eV due to spin-
orbit interaction.

(a) o.IIA; (b) o.lsA; (c) 0.19A; (d) 0.23A

17. Use LS coupling to predict the values of s', l', j', in the state of maximum energy of two optically
activeelectrons with the quantum numbers ZI= I, Sl = 1/2; Z2 = 2, S2 = 1/2.

(a)s'=], ]'=3,j'=4; (b)s'=], ]'=],j'=0; (c)s'=O, T'=I i j'<l ; (d)s'=O, ]'=2,j'=2;

18. Which of the following states of multi-electron outer shell atom is not possible?
5P3'

19. Evaluate the Landeg factor for the 3PI level in the 2p3s configuration of theC atom, and use the
result to predict the splitting of the level when the atom is in an extemalmagnetic field ofO.S tesla.

(a) I;j, 8.7SxI0·6 eV; (b) I, 8.7SxI0·5 eV; (c) 3/2, 4.3SxI0·5 eV; (d) 2" 4.3SxI0·6 eV

20. The radiant energy contained within the wavelength zero and A,nax of a blackbody radiation is

(a) 20%; (b) 2S%; (c) 30%; (d) SO%

21. Give expressions for the (i) energy needed to ionize a hydrogen atom and (ii) the magnetic
moment of the electron in terms of e, ti, c, k, m.and mp.

e4 he e4 he(a) E - . II - --' (b) E - . II - -- .
I - (4rrco)2h2' re - (4rrme) , I - (4rr€o)4h2' re - (4rrme) ,

e4 he e4. he
(c) E - . II - --' (d) E - . /I - -- .

I - (4rr€o)2h2' re - (4rrme) , I - (4rr€o)8h2' re - (4rrme) ,

22.A beam of neutral atoms passes through a Stern-Gerlach apparatus. Five equally spaced lines are
observed. What is the total angular momentum of the atom?

(a) 0; (b)..J2h; (c) V6h; (d) mh

*******************************************End***********************************


